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Abstract— This paper discusses concisely the main issues and
challenges posed by the validation of retinal image analysis
algorithms. It is designed to set the discussion for the IEEE
EBMC 2013 invited session "From laboratory to clinic: the
validation of retinal image processing tools". The session carries
forward an international initiative started at EMBC 2011,
Boston, which resulted in the first large-consensus paper (14
international sites) on the validation of retinal image processing
software, appearing in IOVS. This paper is meant as a focus for
the session discussion, but the ubiquity and importance of
validation makes its contents, arguably, of interest for the wider
medical image processing community.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
At EMBC 2011, Boston, a group of researchers started a
broad discussion on the validation of retinal image analysis
(RIA) algorithms [1,2,6]. This discussion generated a joint
paper capturing the state of the art and the consensus of 14
international sites on guidelines for the validation of RIA
software [3]. To our best knowledge, this was the first joint
effort from a substantial number of international groups to
agree on procedures for RIA software validation.
Although validation is a complex and articulated topic, it is
arguable that the single most important issue to enable
international research is the creation of public data
repositories. This, in turn, requires careful design and
substantial resources [3,7,8], and solid collaborations with
dedicated clinicians.
This paper is designed for the invited session "From
laboratory to clinic: the validation of retinal image
processing tools" at IEEE EBMC 2013, which aims to take
forward in a public forum the collaborative action started in
2011. We suggest that the logical next step of the initiative
started in 2011 is the creation of an international, multi-site
data repository following the guidelines in [3].
To prepare the ground, this paper summarizes the key issues
and challenges related to the validation of RIA tools,
primarily the creation of an international pilot data set built
according to the recommendations laid out in [3]. Its
contents and suggested methodology are arguably of interest
well beyond the RIA community. In addition, the paper
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reports briefly two validation-related experiences in the
authors' groups. The ultimate vision is to help the research
community to devise increasingly reliable RIA tools,
supporting the shift of RIA tools from the laboratory to the
clinic.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Validation in medical image processing
For our purposes, validation can be defined as the process of
showing that an algorithm performs correctly by comparing
its output with a reference standard [3]. In other words,
validation is the experimental process by which a medical
image processing (MIP) system is shown to achieve its
purpose (e.g., locating an organ in MRI data, estimating the
width of arteries in a specific region of a fundus colour
image) to a certain quantitative extent, established, e.g., by
ROC analysis or confidence levels of statistical tests.
The three basic needs of validation are perfectly captured by
Jannin [7]: standardization of validation methodology
(protocols), design of public data sets, standardization of
validation metrics. This paper focuses on the second need.
As any MIP system needs validation, and as there may be
significant differences in validation requirements across
clinical domains and applications (e.g., therapy, biomarkers,
intervention, screening), the literature is largely fragmented.
Topic-specific reports include the 2002 and 2006 TMI
special issues [7,8]; forums include the working group on
MIP within the European Federation for Medical Informatics
[9], the Validation in Medical Image Processing initiative
[10], and the Quantitative Imaging Network [11].
B. Validation in Retinal Image Processing
The validation of RIA software follows the general definition
above but introduces domain-specific issues.
We summarize in a concise list the main RIA-specific
challenges (see [3] for a comprehensive discussion).
1. The notorious variability of expert judgment [12,13] is
countered by having multiple experts annotate the same data
set. As it is impossible to claim an accuracy higher than that
of the reference standard used, variations among experts
must be characterized quantitatively. However there is no
ultimate consensus on how to reconcile multiple reference
values (e.g., averaging, discussion and consensus, inter-rater
reliability metrics such as AC1 or Kappa, histograms,
distributions).
2. Annotation protocols. Annotating specific image
elements, like circling on a computer screen, is a task that
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doctors do not not normally perform. To circumvent the
ensuing problems (see Section 4.1), one ought to align
validation and clinical tasks as much as possible. Quellec et
al. [12] designed GUIs to automatically detect elements that
catch the attention of clinicians in their daily clinical
practice. This avoids requesting clinicians to annotate
explicitly anatomical structures, a task they have not been
trained for. Procedures used to take photographs represent
another source of variability due to protocols.
3. Generating annotations directly comparable to software
output. This is an obvious requirement, but has the drawback
that some annotations tasks are not part of normal clinical
practice (e.g., estimating accurately the width of blood
vessels at many locations in a fundus images). Multipleobserver annotations may be confused by the fact that
clinicians are not used to the task, or do not see its relevance.
For these reasons some authors have begun to explore
alternative paradigms, for example weak learning methods
[23] (moving from algorithm-oriented annotations to the use
of clinical notes directly) and STAPLE [24] (addressing the
simultaneous reliability estimation of algorithm and
reference standard from annotations by multiple experts).
3. Outcome point. It is not always clear where to set the
“outcome” for validation. In screening programs, a “refer-no
refer” decision seems the obvious choice; other cases are not
so clear.
4. Physiological short-term changes. Taking photographs at
random instants in the pulse cycle may result in
unrecognized variations in the measurements of retinal vessel
diameters, but no firm conclusions seem possible from the
few studies reported so far [13,14].
5. Different imaging instruments. The level of customization
for each RIA modality is high and algorithms suitable to one
type of image may not be directly usable for a different type.
Even within the same class of machines, instrument variation
can have a large effect on algorithm performance, e.g.,
variations of resolution, FOV, color calibration model.
6. Data/image quality. Image quality depends on instrument
characteristics, acquisition procedure, and target conditions.
Quality definitions applied by experts are elusive to
quantitative rules. In general, images suitable for clinical
analysis may not produce good results with RIA systems.
7. Data sets. Dafferent data sets may lead to somewhat
inconsistent performance assessments, as preparation
protocols may differ. The design of data sets for RIA
validation is a crucial issue (Section 1); the next section
concentrates on it, and this will be tabled as an initiative
proposal at the invited session chaired by the authors.
Among the most popular, current public data sets with
annotations for RIA, we mention STARE [15], DRIVE [16]
(vasculature detection), REVIEW [17] (vessel width
estimation), MESSIDOR [18], and the diabetic retinopathy
online challenge [19] (DR-specific lesion detection).
III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEST DATA REPOSITORIES
The creation of substantial, structured, public data sets built
and certified by large groups of RIA researchers and

clinicians would be a substantial push towards the
development of RIA software tools closer to translation.
We summarize the criteria agreed in [3] for such data sets.
(a) Created collaboratively by consortia of international
groups to achieve size and multiple annotators, to reduce
opinion bias, and support international visibility and
credibility.
(b) Easily accessible, ideally by suitably structured websites.
(c) Regularly maintained, to manage distribution, additions,
and potential obsolescence of data and annotations.
(d) Large size; tentatively, the minimum order of magnitude
should be the thousands of images.
(e) Include standardized, patient friendly imaging protocols
allowing large populations to be imaged effectively.
(f) Include metadata, i.e., non-image data characterizing
imaging instruments, patients and disease.
(g) Include automated tools for running software on the
data, as done, e.g., by the Middlebury stereo site [25], in
which executable code is loaded and run on the site, and
performance assessed in terms of pre-defined measures
which are displayed in tabular form.
(h) Organized by outcome, which depends on the task at
hand. An image set could be used for multiple outcomes by
providing multiple types of annotations.
(i) Include image annotations, providing the standard
reference for comparison for the outcome stated, by as many
clinicians as possible (ideally from different sites to
eliminate possible opinion bias); each expert should ideally
annotate the data set multiple times to estimate intra-observer
variability.
IV. EXPERIENCES IN RIA VALIDATION
To illustrate the diversity of the challenges of RIA
validation, we report briefly some experiences from the
authors' groups.
A. RIA Validation and Software Engineering
VAMPIRE is an international collaboration of 10 clinical
and image processing centers [4,5] developing a software
suite for the efficient quantification of morphological
features of the retinal vasculature in large sets of fundus
camera images. The measurements are intended mostly for
biomarker discovery, see for instance [9, 10]. We share here
two points emerging from the VAMPIRE experience so far,
exposing, in our view, the intimate connection of validation
and software engineering.
(a) The design of annotation tools. Like other groups, we
have created specific, interactive software tools to enable
clinicians to generate ground truth annotations. These are
used to validate segmentation and location algorithms (e.g.,
optic disc, fovea center, vessel junctions and width). Even
for deceptively straightforward tasks like vessel width
estimation, however, we found ourselves having to add or
modify repeatedly the GUI and the data saved, to address
asynchronous suggestions from clinical annotators. The key
fact seems to be that the interpretation of an annotation task
(e.g., vessel width estimation at specific locations) is
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different for the image processing expert ("clicking vessel
contour points") and for the clinician, who tends to relate the
annotation to his clinical background and tasks.
Requirement collection is therefore crucial in the
development of annotation tools. We learnt to allow ample
time for it, to involve multiple clinicians, and to discuss a
variety of tasks for which the annotations can be used.
(b) Data repository and data engineering. The unfolding
of a continuing RIA research program brings about novel
directions of investigation. These, in turn, generate new data.
In our biomarker-related work, we started to operate in a
software-centered mode, in which algorithm development
was the key operation, and data (images) important as
satellite entities (Figure 1). It is now apparent to us, however,
that validated results can become data themselves, e.g.,
taken as data for further clinical studies, or simply re-used in
extended-functionality tool. This suggests strongly a datacentric approach, in which a data repository is "surrounded"
by a cluster of software modules which augment the
repository with new data. The data repository becomes
therefore a dynamic entity, involved in a bidirectional
interaction with the software cluster. This is, in essence, the
model behind DICOM (medical.nema.org) for radiological
images and, mutatis mutandis, and the Open Microscopy
Environment
for
life
sciences
(OMERO,
www.openmicroscopy.org). VAMPIRE is currently being
aligned with this vision.
B. RIA Validation Criteria for Tortuosity Estimation
An important methodological issue for validation arises
when a property of clinical interest is not associated with
numerical values. This case was dealt with at LBI-UoP,
addressing tortuosity. This geometric feature of vessels plays
an important role in the diagnosis and grading of several
retinal and vascular diseases, but there is no ultimate
consensus on its numerical quantification (unlike, e.g., vessel
width or disc size).
The LBI-UoP group recently developed algorithms to
automatically measure tortuosity of retinal vessels in adults
images [20], in infants images acquired with a wide-field
fundus camera [21], and of corneal nerves in images
acquired with confocal microscopy [22]. To derive an
annotated dataset to be used as ground-truth for the
validation of our tortuosity algorithms, we decided to
acquire, for each of the three applications, a sizable set of
images and to collect and annotate the experts assessment in
two different ways.
For retinal images [20,21], we asked the experts to order all
the images in the dataset by increasing perceived tortuosity,
using a side-by-side comparison between pairs of images.
The validation was then performed by measuring the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient between expert and
automated image ordering.
For corneal nerve images [22], we asked the experts to
classify all the images in the dataset as having “low”, “mid”
or “high” tortuosity. We then evaluated the tortuosity
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Figure 1. Left: software-centred model: data and results are separate and
static. Right: data-centred model: data is a dynamic entity continuously
augmented by results, which become themselves new data .

algorithm by measuring the classification error and
Krippendorff concordance coefficient it obtained with
respect to the ground-truth expert classification.
In these instances the validation procedure had to cope
with the limitations of human expert assessment and thus had
to resort to unusual or categorical comparisons to evaluate
the performance of RIA software.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper has deliberately no conclusions as it is meant to
set the ground for the discussion at the IEEE EMBC 2013
invited session "From laboratory to the clinic: the validation
of retinal image processing tools". Along with presentations
by leading RIA groups, we shall propose the creation of an
international pilot data set built according to the
recommendations laid out in [3]. Its contents and suggested
methodology are arguably of interest well beyond the RIA
community. Ultimately, the intent is to help the research
community to devise increasingly reliable RIA tools,
supporting the shift of RIA software from the laboratory to
the clinic.
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